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Introduction

Custom shade matching is always difﬁcult, particularly
when trying to determine which patients have translucency. Opacity is an easier characteristic to mimic. In
the case outlined below, a GC IQ Lustre Paste staining
technique is demonstrated rather than a layering one.
From a technicianʼs viewpoint, proper wax contouring is easier to get a handle on than porcelain ceramic
contouring. To achieve proper symmetry, changes will
have to be made to the lobes and will require that the
gingival, incisal, distal and mesial sections of the adjacent teeth are studied.
In ﬁg. 1, it is clear that the mesial and distal section of
tooth #8 is narrow compared to the prepped tooth #9.
It will not be easy to match the adjacent toothʼ shape
since it has two different measurements. Tooth #8ʼs
mesial distal section measures at 7.8 mm and #9ʼs is
8.2 mm. There is also a different gum line for tooth
#9. Fig. 2ʼs mamelon check also conﬁrms the wider
look to tooth #9 due to its different dimensions. For an
opacity and translucency check (ﬁg. 3, 4, 5) the author
will use a variety of shade tabs to ensure perfect color
match.
In order to verify ﬁt, a Captek coping (ﬁg. 6) is tried
on the model and the ﬁrst opaque is applied to the coping (ﬁg. 7).
GC Initial IQ Fluo Crystal powder is used for a ﬁrst

opaque as a very light dusting. The crystals should
not be allowed to pile up in any area of the crown or
bridge because they can cause the opaque to be pushed
off during the press. The restoration is then baked to a
high shine and the second opaque is applied, ﬁlled in
between the ﬂuo crystals and modiﬁed as needed (ﬁg.
8, 9). The appearance after the crystal is applied will
look very similar to ﬁg. 10.
The wax-up stage, from start to ﬁnish, is demonstrated
in ﬁgures 11, 12 and 13, with ﬁg. 13 giving ﬁnal wax
shape for proper crown contour and shape.
A good rule of thumb when choosing an ingot shade is
to use a shade lighter than the doctorʼs requested color
(ﬁg. 14, 15). After pressing, incisal enamel will always be lighter. Staining can be applied to the crown
or bridge at a later time. The occlusal view of the
mouth and model give us direction as to shaping of the
distal corner to get proper ﬁt and contour (ﬁg. 16, 17).
The next step in the process is spruing. (ﬁg. 18). Martin Rigutto of GC America outlines Spruing instructions as follows:
Sprued crowns or bridges should be at a 30 degree
angle away from the heat center of the ring.
a. Eight gauge sprues are used to sprue both single
units and bridges. Bridges are sprued with a runner
bar with no internal sharp angles. Bridges should have
a T bar on the lingual to stabilize the bridge during
pressing.
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b. Before attaching the sprued units to the ring base,
you should weigh the ring base by itself, then attach
crowns or bridges and again weigh to ﬁnd out what
the weight difference is. This will give you the proper
weight for the amount of ingots to be used.
c. Waxes should be residue free and only used with
electric waxers.
• Clear all tips of waxing units that have any carbon build-up as this can cause pitting or insufﬁcient
presses.
d. No plastic sprues should be used.
e. Bridgework should have a hollow pontic to aid in
equal cooling with the abutments. To aid this process,
a slow cool may be advisable to gain continued success after the press has been completed. Slow cool
10-15 minutes, depending on the size of the bridge, as
this allows the alloy and ceramic to cool together to
achieve successful presses.
(Fig. 19) presents an image of the restoration after
pressing with white precious metal and (ﬁg. 20) illustrates D-2 ingot.
Again following the special instructions from Martin
Rigutto of GC America, the author applied the following: (ﬁg. 19-25).
Pressing pressure should be at 4.0 bars. This also aids
in the time and temperature of the melt to press properly and minimize the force during the pressing process
that could cause a cracked ring.
After bench setting multipress investment for 20
minutes, it is important to lightly scrape or grind the
top of the investment to allow gasses to escape during
burnout and pressing. Make sure the scraped surface
remains perpendicular to the side of the ring.
Cracking of the pressed ceramics at the time of pressing and after devesting are normally caused by the
following:
a. Insufﬁcient temperature – ceramic will not reach

proper coefﬁcient if temperature is not high enough.
Make sure pressing oven is calibrated as well as your
burnout oven.
b. Cooled too quickly – allow to bench cool to touch
normally; 30-40 minutes will be adequate. Remember
that with the larger the mass of metal and ceramic, it is
necessary to slow cool after the press is completed.
c. Improper opaque application that has voids and/or
was not ﬁred to maturity.
d. Cracked rings are often caused by too low of a
burnout temperature. A bright orange glowing appearance of the ring should be visible at the 830 centigrade
temperature that is needed for heat saturation for successful pressings. Calibrate burnout oven.
e. Opaque application: the ﬁrst opaque application
should cover approximately 60 to 70 % of the surface
and should be a uniform thickness with NO irregularities, as this will cause pushing of the opaque during
pressing! Apply the Fluo crystals without clumping in
one area as clumping also will cause the opaque to be
pushed off during pressing.
f. Apply the second opaque with pressure to ﬁll in
around the Fluo Crystals and make smooth before you
ﬁnish. Sandblast at 3 bars (50-60 lbs.) to thoroughly
clean pressed units with 100-150 micron aluminous
oxide at a 45˚ angle to the surface. Steam clean before
pastes are to be applied and ﬁred.
Plunger should ﬁt passively in the access hole of the
ring. Note the following:
a. If plunger should ﬁt too tight, the press ring may
crack. It can also cause too much backpressure and
cause the oven to not ﬁnish the press and abort the
program resulting in an incomplete pressed unit.
Speciﬁc instructions for pressing are listed in (ﬁg. 26).
The author will create an illusion of texture before the
ﬁnal try-in (ﬁg. 27-29). A B-0 ingot is used to create
an orange hue with different translucency and a unique
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characteristic (ﬁg.30). For an example of the GC
Initial IQ Lustre Pastes Set, see (ﬁg. 31). The crown
is luster stained with product number L-A (ﬁg. 32).
White staining with luster paste is applied in (ﬁg. 33).
For even distribution of the luster paste, the restoration
is treated to a heavy vibration with an instrument (ﬁg.
34).
(Fig. 35) is a side view photograph of the restoration
in the mouth, with (ﬁg. 36) a ﬁnal front view after
cementation.

Conclusion
As you can see from the illustrations, when we see a
patient with more translucency, staining is difﬁcult to
match perfectly for the anterior region. Opacity is a
better condition in order to optimize staining results.
Or, cut back and create a build-up to get better natural transparency. With posterior teeth, we can create
translucency much more easily with staining.
Again, when we see a patient for custom shading or an
emailed image from a doctorʼs ofﬁce, we can tell right
away who has more translucency or opacity. We can
then choose the proper materials to get a good color
match. Using a lighter ingot will help create a wellmatched enamel color. One of the excellent beneﬁts of
GC Initial IQʼs ﬁnal results is the 360˚ porcelain butt
margin which we can do with pressed material without
porcelain shrinkage.
Keep an open mind about product, decide what is best,
and manage your time well.
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Fig 1. Pre-op photo is taken with implant case for a single
tooth match.

Fig 2. Hue is checked with mamelon color using a CT,
cervical translucency, #25 tab.

Fig 3. Opacity is checked with OD, opacious dentin, D2
color.

Fig4. White decalciﬁcation, or chalky, spots are checked
against shade tab OM1.

Fig5. For translucency check, a TM-01 tab is used.

Fig6. After fabrication, a Captek coping is checked on the
master die.
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Fig7. Opaque is applied to the coping.

Fig8. GC Initial IQ Fluo Crystal powder.

Fig9. After ﬁrst opaque, the coping is covered with Fluo
Crystal powder.

Fig10. Appearance after second bake is demonstrated.

Fig11. Renfert™ brand wax is applied.

Fig12. Wax is applied to the contact zone.
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Fig13. Final wax is applied using a diﬀerent model.

Fig14. Multiple ingot colors, from B00-D2, are pictured.

Fig15. After temporary is removed, check the ingots for
best color selection.

Fig16. An occlusal view of the implant in the mouth.

Fig17. An occlusal view of the wax-up on the model.

Fig18. The spruing procedure is performed.
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Fig19. A view of the crown after divesting with white precious metal

Fig20. After shaping, the crown is tried in the mouth for
opacity and translucency.

Fig21. The ﬁnal crown is shown, made with white precious metal.

Fig22. The investing procedure follows.

Fig23. Multi-press vest ( investment. GC product is pictured )

Fig24. Glass beads are used with GC IQ product.
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Fig25. A view of the crown after divesting with Captek.

Fig26. For the technician’s beneﬁt, suggested GC oven
programming directions are outlined.

Fig.27. After sprue is cut, master model is put back.

Fig28. The technician will create surface texture based on
his own drawing.

Fig29. The drawing also helps the technician create the
illusion of size and texture.

Fig30. A B-0 ingot is tried in the mouth.
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Fig31. GC Initial IQ Lustre Pastes Set demonstrates the
many color choices available.

Fig32. Lustre Paste is applied for mamelon.

Fig33. After paste, white stain is applied.

Fig34. To achieve even color distribution, the crown is
heavily vibrated.

Fig35. A side view of the crown is demonstrated.

Fig36. After cementation, the ﬁnal view of the crown
demonstrates perfect shade matching.
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